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Anal Banging Scene 5(140).Q: Encrypt PostGIS Raster layer? I have the following project in PostGIS 1.3.2 and I'm trying to set
it up so that it's data layers can be linked to be available inside ArcGIS Server 9.3. The raster image is Zaytsevite (1:5,000,000) I
want to be able to manage all changes made to the raster and be able to selectively sync the changes to a live Esri service - which
would involve writing or updating to the raster. I've tried setting up the raster as a table in the base geometry DB, but ArcGIS
Server doesn't seem to connect to the base table, only the topmost tables associated with an individual geometry. I've also tried
setting up a PostGIS database to store the raster data, but I get a message that PostGIS table encoding is specified for the raster,
which is not what I wanted. I know I could change the encoding for the raster but I'm not really sure where to do that. Edit: to
clarify, I want to be able to switch between editing the raster and editing the base geometry just as I can with a zipped Shapefile
with both having edits on the live service. A: If you want to be able to edit an Raster layer, you need to install Raster as a Table.
In a simple case, you will need to create a database in your path that is Raster as a table. You can set up postgres parameters to
make it easier, like this: psql -h localhost -U postgres -d raster -c "UPDATE raster SET is_raster=1" You also need a spatial
reference for your Raster that maps as a 1:1,000,000 mapping from the Spatial Reference of the raster layer. For example: psql
-h localhost -U postgres -d raster -c "UPDATE raster SET srs='epsg:4326' WHERE srid=1234" Alternatively, you can install
PostGIS Database as f30f4ceada
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